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Purpose of Report/ Introduction

The purpose of this report is to detail for consideration the proposed intention to promote and
support Collective Switching options for those tenants and potentially residents who may
wish to participate in such schemes to reduce energy bills.

2. Background

2.1 The UK Government Department for Energy and Climate Change (DECC) define collective
purchasing and switching as being when consumers get together to negotiate a group deal
with gas and electricity suppliers. There is no set model for how individual schemes operate,
though a third party broker is normally utilised to facilitate offers following the identification of
interested parties. Collective switching is where this third party actively negotiates a better
tariff on behalf of this group.

2.2 Crude oil prices are rising due to worldwide geo−political issues and rising global demand
and since 2003 UK gas prices have doubled in real terms. Household energy bills remain
high on the Government's agenda and fuel costs are now one of the biggest financial outlays
for families and households. Increased fuel prices disproportionately hit poorer families and
communities.

2.3 A holistic approach to energy management is being promoted across every aspect of the
Council. For the Service, this incorporates full consideration and actions relating to: −

• Understanding how energy is being used
• What actions can be taken to assist with Energy prices
• Identifying where savings could be made
• Undertaking sustainable energy saving projects
• How further energy automation could be utilised to reduce costs
• Educating and assisting with behaviours to reduce demand
• Enhanced monitoring to target high risk/problem areas

3. Proposals / Considerations

3.1 Households across North Lanarkshire continue to be presented with a series of financial
challenges, including largely static wages, falling benefits and rising commodity prices.

3.2 In relation to fuel switching opportunities, OFGEM have stated that the vulnerable and a
percentage of non−vulnerable consumers lack the knowledge and confidence required to
confidently switch suppliers.
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3.3 It is clear that as the largest local authority landlord in Scotland, there exists an opportunity
to promote collective switching schemes to help tackle fuel poverty by reaching a wider
audience using our existing infrastructure and strong community links. The intention is to
help facilitate a community deal whereby the more people sign up, the greater the energy
savings that can be realised via a brokered arrangement.

3.4 It should be noted that the Services role is promotion only, with any subsequent deals being
a matter directly between the respective customers and their potentially new energy supplier.
Traditionally, the broker generates a fee from the respective supplier as part of the overall
group arrangement.

3.5 As detailed, brokers are the recognised vehicle for mass switching. For example, 10,000
households represents an overall annual energy spend of approximately £12.5 million.
Evidence from other similar schemes, which to date have been primarily limited to England
(Cornwall together − one of the most successful examples of collective switching) and more
recently, Fife Council, suggests that brokers require a critical mass of 5,000 participants
before they can gain a reduced rate from the suppliers.

3.6 It is hoped that tied to a successful promotion campaign via the Services newly established
and integrated Energy team, and in lihe with Councils own extensive stock base, that this
volume can be achieved.

3.7 Thereafter, and subject to the outcome of the first exercise, further schemes can be
promoted and it is hoped that as customers become more familiar with switching
opportunities that they themselves will gain in confidence in relation to the cyclical
consideration of alternate suppliers to ensure they achieve the best deal.

3.8 Such activity will be aided further with industry wide plans currently in development to
simplify the number of product options across the energy marketplace to aid consumers in
making informed choices.

3.9 The Housing Property Services Team has met with a range of utility suppliers to inform
energy brokering considerations and have researched the primary switching
schemes currently available within the market − see commentary within appendix 1.

4. Financial I Personnel I Legal I Policy Implications

4.1 The full details of the proposal, including envisaged Q & As are set out in appendix 1.

4.2 There are no personnel, legal, policy or equalities implications.

4.3 The budget for the promotion of the fuel switching initiative is fully contained with the
existing envisaged 2014/15 HRA provision for energy related works, advice and
associated activity.

4.4 Subject to outcomes and the final selection of an agreed broker in line with all related
procurement requirements, the scheme may generate a 10% return to the Council from
the commission element earned by the broker for investment in wider fuel poverty
initiatives.

5. Recommendations

It is recommended that the Committee:

(i) Note the contents of the report.
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(ii) Approve the development of a fuel switching promotional campaign and associated
appointment of a recognised energy broker though the appropriate procurement
route.

A 6 4 1 & ' A c A4
Elaine McHugh
Head of Housing Services
18 March 2014

For further information about t1'7 ep t−pese contact Des Murray, Property Services Manager on 01698
524758.
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Appendix I

Community Tariff Question & Answers − Market Leading Brokers

1. What is the difference / similarities between the options available by the industry recognised
bodies such as USwitch, iChooser, Utilitywise and Cornwall Together?

• Similarities − aims of the Brokers (Uswitch, iChooser and Utilitywise) and Cornwall Together
schemes are to save residents money on the energy bills − both schemes dedicate 10% of
the commission towards fuel poverty.

• Differences − Cornwall together programme gets lots of people to sign up but still just quotes
people individually through Uswitch which leaves them potentially open to bias from which
supplier has paid Uswitch the most commission. The Brokers scheme is a basket deal for all
residents with one rate for all − using their collective purchasing power to get a discount.

2. Timescale between scheme opening for application and the applicant starting to benefit from
tariff? (Customer could be on a standard tariff rate during that time)

• The customer will be on which ever tariff they were previously on in the lieu time between
registering their interest and the discounted tariff beginning. In terms of timescale, it is
anticipated a 4 month timescale between the tariff registration opening and the tariff
beginning. This will allow 3 months for registration and then 1 month for a switchover to new
supplier.

3. What happens at the end of tariff period? Do householders go onto standard tariff?

• No, customers will be offered a new renewal price from the scheme from whichever supplier
comes out on top in a new tender process by Brokers or are free to return to any other
supplier.

4. What do the Brokers gain from the scheme?

• Brokers will get a management fee as part of the prices offered, this will be built into the unit
rate offered to customers there will be no bill or fee for North Lanarkshire Council or its
residents.

5. Does the local community benefit financially? (Like Cornwall scheme)

• Yes it will. People will be paying less for energy bills and Brokers will be giving money back
to the Council for fuel poverty so communities will benefit.

6. What is the Council endorsing?

• The Council is putting its name to a community basket deal. It's a very simple but effective
idea that allows residents to group together and team up against the rising cost of energy
prices to get themselves a discount from energy suppliers.

7. Can householders do their own check via comparison sites and find a cheaper tariff by doing
so?

This Tariff is just giving them an option and customers are free to do their own check if they
wish.
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8. Are Brokers the supplier?

• No, they are an energy consultants specialising in saving residents money on their energy
contracts. They source contracts from across suppliers so have complete independency in
the marketplace.

9. Who bills the customer?

The supplier will bill the customer directly just as they do now.

10. What happens with arrears?

• Each household is responsible for its own bills so if a customer falls behind in their
payments, suppliers will take their normal course of action etc. if somebody is in debt and
vacates the premises then a change of tenancy into the new person's name will take place
and the previous occupant will be pursued by the supplier for money owed.

11. Do householders who qualify for Warm Homes Discount get that from this scheme?

• WHD is not affected in anyway and this had been confirmed by DECC

12. What happens in the situation where a prospective customer has arrears?

• To go onto the tariff a resident must not be in arrears and they must be clear of debt

13. What happens in the situation where a prospective customer has a penalty fee from their
existing supplier?

• Then the prospective customer has to pay/ sort that fee out with their current supplier prior to
joining the scheme.

14. How many of the big six energy suppliers be invited to tender?

• Brokers undertake an open tender to all 32 suppliers currently in the energy supply
business.

15. Does everyone make a saving?

• Brokers do not guarantee a saving

16. Does any Brokers involvement mean that other services will be offered to householders and is
there a cost for these services?

• Other services could be offered to owner occupiers such as Energy Health Checks and
smart meters. EHC's would be given free of charge for customers to ring up and judge how
efficient their home is but elements such as a smart meter would come at a cost.

17. Do the Brokers maintain control of scheme?

• This scheme will be a agreement between the Council and the appointed Broker who are
required to liaise with the Council on all major decisions before commencement.

18. What is the minimum number required to start the scheme?

• 5,000 residents would be the ideal minimum number. The larger the number, the greater the
interest from suppliers to develop the project − engaging with other LA's and HA's can also
be considered to broaden potential customer base and maximise benefits for all.
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19. What happens to the contract if the tenant moves out of the property and the electricity and gas
supplies switches to default supplier?

• If a resident moves out of a property then Brokers would arrange a change of tenancy and
remove it from the scheme. They would then advise the new resident that there is a scheme
operating at the moment and they could register for the next one. If the default supplier is the
Brokers partner then many other options would become available for immediate sign up to
the discounted tariff etc.

20. Can you guarantee that no additional services will be sold to the owner occupiers and tenants?

• As would be the norm, suppliers may seek through time to sell other products to their
customers.

21. Reliability of the supplier e.g. customer service

• The successful tenderer will be required to create a dedicated team of people at the supplier
to deal with any customer service issues, in line with normal service arrangements.
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